The input to the SM estimates consists of three Λ-spindependent ΛN interaction parameters (∆, S Λ , T ) fitted to the six known Λ hypernuclear doublet splittings beyond 9 Λ Be and of the induced nuclear spin-orbit parameter S N extracted from the excitation energy of 
Hiyama et al. [1] have recently reported on a pioneering five-body ααnΛΛ cluster-model (CM) calculation of 11 ΛΛ Be in order to confront a possible interpretation of the KEK-E373 HIDA event [2] . Unfortunately, a six-body ααnnΛΛ calculation of 12 ΛΛ Be to confront another possible interpretation is beyond reach at present. Using experimental BΛ values with small corrections based on recently determined ΛN spin-dependent interaction parameters [3] , we obtain binding-energy shellmodel (SM) estimates for both The input to the SM estimates consists of three Λ-spindependent ΛN interaction parameters (∆, S Λ , T ) fitted to the six known Λ hypernuclear doublet splittings beyond 9 Λ Be and of the induced nuclear spin-orbit parameter S N extracted from the excitation energy of
The fit also includes a Λ − Σ coupling interaction [3] . 
